I. Introduction to Course and First Lecture

II. Conditions on the Ground
   A. Confusion, Exaltation, and Horror
      1. German Surrender in West and East
      2. VE-Day Celebrations
      3. Concentration Camp Liberations
      4. Mass Rape
      5. Purges of “Collaborators”
      6. Displaced Persons and Refugees; Repatriations and Expulsions

III. International Agreements, Institutions, and Strategic Realities
   A. The Yalta Conference (February 1945)
   B. The Potsdam Conference (July 1945)
   C. The Foundation of the United Nations
   D. U.S. Emergency Loans to Britain, France, and Italy (pre-Marshall Plan)
   E. The Atomic Bomb: A “Winning Weapon” for the USA?

IV. The Dawn of the Cold War
   A. Poland: A Western “Sell-out” to the USSR?
   B. Germany: Casting the Die of Division
      1. Bones of Contention; Reparations and Governance
      2. The Soviet Occupation Zone
      3. The American Occupation Zone